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Accelerated creep, primarily through vertical displacement, has been occurring

along 15 en-echelon faults belonging to a 15 km-long and 1.5 km-wide,

N-S-trending dilational jog of the active West Valley Fault (or West Marikina

Valley Fault), on the southeastern part of Metro Manila, Philippines. The much-

larger-than-known tectonic slip rates had been the only reliable evidence in

support of excessive groundwater withdrawal as the trigger of creep in the

1990s. Recently available groundwater extraction data (1977–2019) couldmore

directly and consistently link groundwater withdrawal to accelerated creep in

the 1990s. Twenty years (1999–2019) of precise displacement measurements

could also reveal significant spatial and temporal links between slip rate changes

and patterns of groundwater extraction. Our analysis shows that greater rates of

vertical displacement are related to the timing of faster extraction rates.

Variations in slip rates between the northern and southern measurement

sites are primarily due to regional differences in groundwater extraction,

which are influenced by differences in the implementation of water

extraction reduction regulations. Proximity to the key source of groundwater

recharge (Laguna Lake) is also an influencing factor. Although there are many

unknowns inherent to this type of study, continued depressurization could

induce static stress changes that could modulate the timescale of earthquake

occurrence due to the natural course of stress loading driven by regional

tectonics. The current and potential effects of continued depressurization in

the areas with high slip rates and surrounding regions are paramount

considerations in crafting and implementing tighter and extended

groundwater extraction regulations.
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Introduction

Creep has been occurring along 15 NE-SW-trending faults

arranged en-echelon within a 15 km-long and 1.5 km-wide

segment of the West Valley Fault (WVF). This segment

corresponds to the dilational gap between the right-

stepping segments of the WVF, which is an active dextral

strike-slip fault that cuts through the eastern portion of Metro

Manila in Luzon Island, Philippines (Figure 1A; Punongbayan

and Rimando, 1996; Rimando, 2002; Rimando and Knuepfer,

2006). Previous researchers (Punongbayan and Rimando,

1996; Rimando et al., 2000; Rimando, 2002) identified

groundwater withdrawal as the more likely trigger of the

accelerated creep primarily because of the high rates of slip

recorded in the 1990s, which are more than the known

tectonic creep rates (Ambraseys, 1970; Savage et al., 1979;

Burford and Harsh, 1980; Yu and Liu, 1989; Lienkaemper

et al., 1991; Kelson et al., 1996; Stenner et al., 2000). Similar

structurally controlled creeping structures associated with

groundwater withdrawal had been documented in Xian

City (Kaizuka et al., 1992; Matsuda et al.,1986) in the

Weihe Basin of China. Compared to other tectonic and

nontectonic creeping ruptures, the Sucat–Biñan creeping

zone is unique in terms of pattern, style, and creep rate.

Although groundwater withdrawal was cited as the more

likely trigger for creep, this was inconsistent with the timing of

the groundwater level and vertical slip rate declines in the

1990s (Rimando, 2002). Significant groundwater level declines

in the 1990s also postdate the supposed pre-1990s creep

initiation. Part of the reason could be the limited number

of sites from which groundwater levels were interpolated and

the long monitoring intervals. We determine possible spatio-

temporal links between vertical slip rates and groundwater

extraction from a variety of aquifer depths over a longer

period of time, by comparing the 1999 to

2019 displacements and slip rates along with those from

the 1990s with groundwater extraction from 1977 to 2019.

The 1999–2019 slip rates are estimated from creep

displacements obtained from several sites within the

creeping zone (labeled NPC, GRV, ADL, VOS, and JUA,

which are abbreviations for the National Power

Corporation, Gruenville Subdivision, Adelina I Subdivision,

Villa Olympia Subdivision, and Doña Juana Subdivision,

respectively, in Figures 1A; Figure 2) from 1999 to 2019.

Other parameters that influence temporal and spatial

variations in slip rates (i.e., water regulatory interventions

and proximity to the source of recharge) are included in the

analysis.

Knowledge of any spatial and temporal link between

accelerated creep and the amount and rate of groundwater

extraction is critical from a seismic hazard standpoint. Many

fault movements, believed to be induced or triggered by

groundwater extraction and other human activities, have

resulted in seismicity (Foulger et al., 2018; Wilson et al.,

2017). Many theories explain the mechanism of fault failure

and earthquake generation by fluid extraction in the numerous

documented cases worldwide (Foulger et al., 2018; Wu, 2021).

Earthquakes may also result from creep (Pennington et al., 1986)

and is related to the development of resistors to slip. These

features are akin to barriers and asperities (Scholz and Engelder,

1976; Aki, 1979; Lay et al., 1982) which may be expressed as step-

overs and bends along the surface trace of a fault. The results of

this study could be useful guides in crafting and implementing

groundwater extraction regulations to avoid further damage

from accelerated aseismic fault creep and potential induced

seismicity within the creeping zone and along the adjacent

segments of the West Valley Fault.

Geological and structural
background

The creeping zone in the southeastern part of Metro Manila

corresponds to segment II of the West Valley Fault (WVF;

Rimando, 2002; Rimando and Knuepfer, 2006), which along

with the East Valley Fault (EVF), comprises the two major

active segments of the Valley Fault System (VFS; also called the

Marikina Valley Fault System or MVFS; Arcilla et al., 1989;

Rimando, 2002; Rimando and Knuepfer, 2006). North of the

creeping segment is the WVF’s 45 km segment I (Figure 1),

which has the potential of generating a MW 7 earthquake based

on length (Rimando, 2002; Rimando and Knuepfer 2006) and

paleoseismicity (Nelson et al., 2000) or MW 7.7 based on the

most recent, single-event scarp offsets (Rimando, 2002;

Rimando and Knuepfer, 2006). According to Nelson et al.

(2000), the return period of earthquakes along this segment

is 400–600 years. The zone of creeping echelon segments fills

the dilational gap between the right-stepping segments of the

WVF (segments I and III), which favors the formation of a

negative flower structure (Figure 1B).

The VFS, along with the PFZ on the east, belongs to a system

of faults and subduction zones that accommodate part of the

deformation due to the northwestward drift of the Philippine Sea

Plate (PSP) toward the Sunda Plate (Figure 1). The MVFS

branches southward from the PFZ and appears to terminate

near the rifting front of the Macolod Corridor, an extensional

structure which defines a rift.

An interlayered cover of Holocene fluvial deposits and

lacustrine sediments ranging in texture from clay to gravel

(Mines and Geosciences Bureau, 2010) and as thick as 100 m

adjacent to and under Laguna Lake comprises the unconfined

aquifer in the zone of creeping faults (CEST, 2004). The

Pleistocene Guadalupe Formation underlies the unconfined

aquifer in the zone of creeping faults (Figure 2), Laguna Lake,

and in many parts of Metro Manila, (Clemente et al., 2001). The

Guadalupe Formation is composed of Early to Late Pleistocene
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conglomerate, silty mudstone, tuffaceous sandstone, and well-

bedded tuff units that are most likely derived from a nearby

volcanic center (Zanoria, 1988). A semi-permeable layer, which

in some places is as thick as 45 m, separates the unconfined and

the confined aquifer (Guadalupe Formation). Basement rocks

that are exposed north and east of the Marikina Valley belong to

the Angat ophiolite of possible Cretaceous age (Arcilla et al.,

1989) and Upper Cretaceous pillow basalts that are genetically

unrelated to the ophiolites. Younger units also include the other

tertiary sedimentary units (Laguna Formation and the Taal Tuff)

and igneous intrusions. Recharge to the groundwater system

comes from rainfall and induced flow from Laguna Lake

(Clemente et al., 2001).

Methodology

Periodic deformation surveys for determining displacements

and short-term slip rates commenced in September 1999. Since

slip is almost purely vertical, we employed precise leveling using

an electronic digital level (TOPCON DL-103AF), a bar-code

leveling staff, and several fixed benchmarks on stable and solid

ground across selected fault creep scarps (Figure 3). All of the

survey lines are located along the road. After the first detailed

deformation survey was conducted in 1999, these sites were

periodically resurveyed (initially every quarter, then twice a

year later) to allow monitoring and estimation of the short-

term slip rates. As of September 2018, there were 10 lines being

surveyed periodically. As of this study, with the closure of the

northernmost site (NPC) and the addition of another line at the

southernmost site (JUA-C), there are eight lines (GRV-B and C,

ADL, VOS-A and B, and JUA-A, B, and C; Figure 2) being

surveyed periodically.

FIGURE 2
More detailed map of the WVF creeping zone showing the
location of the survey sites and the 12 survey lines (NPC-A, NPC-B,
NPC-C, GRV-A, GRV-B, GRV-C, ADL, VOS-A, VOS-B, JUA-A, JUA-
B, and JUA-C) that have been established at different times.
As of this study, four (4) of these survey lines (NPC-A, NPC-B, NPC-
C, and GRV-A) no longer operate. Simplified lithologies of the
study area are also shown. Groundwater reservoirs in the study
area include the Guadalupe Formation, Taal Tuff, and the more
recent sediments adjacent to and underneath the lake.

FIGURE 1
(A) Regional setting of the study area showing the major
structures (inset). SP—Sunda Plate, PSP—Philippine Sea Plate,
MT—Manila Trench, NT—Negros Trench, ST—Sulu Trench,
CT—Cotabato Trench, ELT—East Luzon Trough,
PT—Philippine Trench, and PFZ—Philippine Fault Zone (http://
faultfinder.phivolcs.dost.gov.ph/). The creeping segment lies
along the West Valley Fault (WVF) of the Marikina Valley Fault
System (MVFS) (bounded by a black rectangle in Figure 1A). Survey
sites are shown (yellow boxes labeled as NPC, GRV, ADL, VOS, and
JUA, which are abbreviations for the National Power Corporation,
Gruenville Subdivision, Adelina I Subdivision, Villa Olympia
Subdivision, and Doña Juana Subdivision, respectively). Segments
of the MVFS are indicated by roman numerals; the boundaries of
these segments are indicated by blue bars. The northern limit of
the Macolod Corridor (MC) is indicated by brown dashed lines, and
the direction of extension of the MC is indicated by the brown
arrow. (B) Schematic diagramof segment II and adjacent segments
I and III (top). The dilational jog between echelon segments I and II
favor the development of a negative flower structure (bottom).
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Precise leveling had been applied in the precise and

accurate determination of displacements and slip rates of

fault deformation worldwide (Sylvester, 1982; Murase et al.,

2013; Pousse Beltran et al., 2016; Tiryakioğlu et al., 2019). The

use of precise leveling to measure vertical displacements offers

advantages over other techniques. Precise leveling is an

accurate and precise method that is most appropriate for

measuring near-field deformation. Deformation due to

groundwater withdrawal affects Metro Manila and the

surrounding regions but nowhere else outside of the study

area (creeping segment of the VFS) is displacement

concentrated along faults. Although the measurements are

limited to specific points with no spatial continuity, a large

number of survey lines distributed over the entire length of the

creeping segment can offset this limitation. New techniques

such as InSAR allow wider coverage of the spatial variations in

deformation. In spite of its accuracy for far-field fault

displacement, InSAR is unreliable in the near-field as it is

vulnerable to large displacements and complex textures (e.g.,

vegetation) found within the near-field. In addition, InSAR

will only cover the past <10 years since the Sentinel 1 and B

images became freely available to the public only recently, and

thus fails to capture the important trends reflected by our

high-precision, near-field measurements. Our study avoids all

the issues with coherence and the need for corrections (e.g.,

tropospheric and ionospheric), which may introduce higher

uncertainty in creep rate estimates when compared with our

field-based approach.

We employed time series analysis by temporal alignment of

displacement and ground extraction plots to determine the

timing correlation between significant changes in displacement

and surges in groundwater extraction. The results may be merely

suggestive of a cause and effect relationship but may be combined

with other line(s) of evidence to come up with reasonable

inferences. Though this approach does not require highly

accurate displacements, the measurement results using the

TOPCON DL-103AF are extremely accurate (the standard

deviation is up to 2.5 mm for 1 km). The non-instrumental

errors are difficult to quantify but the procedures employed

ensured that these remain low. In contrast to the long

(>1 km) survey lines employed by previous applications of the

method, our survey lines across the fault creep scarps are short

(Supplementary Figure S1). Maintaining short distances between

benchmarks minimizes errors from refraction and collimation.

The long interval between resurveys (= or > 2x/year) ensures that

a large enough displacement has occurred. The error becomes

proportionately less with larger displacement changes after many

years of resurveys. Also, surveys are conducted rapidly to

minimize scale errors due to staff expansion and eccentricity

of staff inclination. Relative vertical heights of benchmarks were

measured three times to minimize human and other non-

instrumental errors. Displacement is estimated using a simple

model that takes the difference in the average heights of

benchmarks from each side of the fault. The displacement

plot tracks changes in height relative to the first measurement

period. Measurements across scarps in the early 1990s used a less

precise hand level and graduated rod, but displacements were

significantly larger, sight distances were shorter, and

measurement intervals were longer.

Groundwater extraction for the cities and towns around the

creeping zone was obtained from the National Water Resources

Board (NWRB). The annual groundwater extraction within the 2,

3, 4, and 5 km buffer zones centered around the displacement

survey sites are determined which are then compared with the

displacements and slip rates from each survey site. This is akin to

the GIS weights of evidence modeling procedure using Bayesian

statistics. Due to their close proximity, a combined groundwater

extraction plot (JUA-VOS) represents the two southernmost

survey sites (JUA and VOS). The buffer zones are centered

midway between these sites.

Other parameters (i.e., groundwater extraction

regulations and proximity to the source of recharge) were

also considered in the analysis of displacement and slip rate

variations.

FIGURE 3
Precisemeasurement of displacement across the creeping trace of theWest Marikina Valley Fault (WMVF) at the southernmost survey sites at (A)
Villa Olympia Subdivision (VOS) and (B) Juana Subdivision (JUA-B). Measurement of displacement is done twice a year and uses a digital-level and
dual-face telescopic leveling staff.
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Results of 1999–2019 deformation
surveys

The results of displacement measurements using a digital

leveling instrument since September 1999 are summarized in

Figure 4A. Displacement values for each of the survey lines are

shown in Supplementary Table S1. Table 1 also shows the slip

rates estimated from the displacements. Since 1999, only one

survey line, VOS, showed continuous significant movement

(Figure 4A). On the other hand, only NPC-A showed little or

no displacement since the survey started in 1999 (Figure 4A).

NPC-A showed no creep dislocation since the survey started in

1999 even though echelon cracks on the pavements are still

visible (Figure 4A). The two other NPC survey lines (NPC-B and

NBC-C), however, displayed continuous creep dislocation rates

of 1.23 cm/yr until 2006 (Table 1). After 2006, NPC-B exhibited

almost no displacement changes while NPC-C showed minute

changes until the last survey in September 2018.

All three GRV survey lines (GRV-A, GRV-B, and GRV-C)

had relatively significant displacements only until March 2010

(Figure 4A). Clear acceleration of creep is evident at GRV-A from

2004 to 2009 and, briefly, at GRV-B and GRV-C from 2007 to

2008 when the slip rate reached 4.55 cm/yr (Figure 4A; Table 1).

After 2010, little or no change in displacement was measured in

all GRV sites (Figure 4A). For a brief period, almost no

displacement changes were measured in GRV-A, GRV-B, and

GRV-C from late 2005 to late 2006 (Figure 4A). Like the GRV

lines, ADL (first established in September 2006) had continuous

creep dislocation until June 2010, after which little or no

movement was measured (Figure 4A).

VOS and JUA, the two southernmost deformation survey

sites, yielded temporal displacement patterns and rates that are

different from those of the northern sites (NPC, GRV, and ADL)

(Figure 4A). Between 1999 and the most recent survey conducted

in September 2019, VOS-A exhibited continuous creep

dislocation. A brief period of near flattening from 2012 to

2013 was recorded at VOS-A (Figure 4A). VOS-B, which was

first surveyed in March 2017, also showed continuous creep

dislocation (Figure 4A). A significant shift in the slip rate

occurred at VOS-A since 2014, as creep accelerated to 3.5 cm/

yr from an average rate of 1.60 cm/yr from 1999 to 2014

(Figure 4A; Table 1). VOS-B had comparable slip rates to

those of VOS-A. VOS-B exhibited accelerated creep rates

similar to VOS-A (Figure 4A). Until the most recent survey

conducted in September 2019, JUA-A and JUA-B (since

September 2012) and JUA-C (since March 2019) displayed

continuous creep dislocation (Figure 4A). A significant shift at

JUA-A and JUA-B also occurred starting in 2014, as the creep

rate accelerated (3.5 cm/yr for JUA-B; 4.17 cm/yr for JUA-A)

(Figure 4A; Table 1). The slip rate at JUA-C (3.5 cm/yr;

established in March 2019) is consistent with the observed

accelerated creep rates at JUA-A and JUA-B (Figure 4A; Table 1).

Figure 4A (shaded left portion of the plot) also shows the

displacement measurements at NPC (A, B, and C), GRV-A, and

VOS-A, while Table 1 summarizes the slip rates based on the pre-

1999 estimates made by Rimando (2002) for comparison with the

slip rates obtained from our precise measurements since 1999.

Pre-1999 slip rate estimates are much higher. Based on the

1996 measurement of displacement across selected sites, the

FIGURE 4
(A) Combined plot of differential displacement from the
1990s (left part of the plot) and from 1999 to 2019 (right part of the
plot) for the 12 survey lines across creeping segments in five sites
(NPC, GRV, ADL, VOS, and JUA; see Figures 1, 2 for locations).
Value for each resurvey is the difference from the displacement
measured in a preceding survey. The first resurvey conducted in
December 1999 was preceded by the September 1999 survey.
Values below zero indicate that the east side of the fault is moving
down. Also shown are plots of cumulative groundwater extraction
(in liters per second or lps) within the 2, 3, 4, and 5 km buffer zones
centered around NPC (B), GRV (C), ADL (D), and JUA-VOS (E).
(Note: multiple data points within each year included. Cumulative
groundwater extraction values at any given time for each buffer
zone are estimated by subtracting values from wells whose
permits were canceled at the time indicated).
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minimum rate of vertical slip ranged from 0.8–10 cm/yr and the

maximum rate is 4.55–10 cm/yr on individual traces. Locally,

some slip rates as high as 20 cm/yr were recorded. The average

maximum vertical slip rate was 9.5 cm/yr while the mean

minimum vertical slip rate was 7.25 cm/yr. Minimum slip

rates ranged from 0.4–4.45 cm/yr while maximum slip rates

ranged from 1.45–5.8 cm/yr. Localized high slip rates were on

the order of 10 cm/yr.

Discussion

As creep is believed to be triggered by groundwater

extraction, variations in displacement and slip rates are

more likely linked to patterns of ground extraction. To

verify this, groundwater extraction from wells around the

survey sites for the 1977–2019 period is compared with the

displacement and slip rate data. The cumulative amounts and

rates of groundwater extraction from the wells around all

survey sites (ADL, GRV, JUA-VOS, and NPC) from the late

70s until August 2019 are shown in detail in Figures 4B–E. The

lines represent groundwater extraction within the 2 km, 3 km,

4 km, and 5 km buffer zones centered around each survey site

(Figure 5). It includes plots of multiple data points within a

year for each of the survey sites at NPC (Figure 4B), GRV

(Figure 4D), ADL (Figure 4D), and JUA-VOS (Figure 4E).

JUA and VOS were treated as one site due to their proximity.

The midpoint between JUA and VOS was taken as the center

of buffer zones for JUA-VOS. Supplementary Table S2 shows

only the annual total groundwater extraction for each site’s

buffer zones. The influences of groundwater extraction

regulations and proximity to Laguna Lake (as a source of

recharge) are also included in the discussion of displacement

and strike-slip variations.

Accounting for the high slip rates in the
1990s

The poor temporal and spatial correlation between

groundwater levels and slip rates in the 1990s (Rimando,

2002) does not accurately reflect the role of groundwater in

triggering fault creep. In the first place, groundwater level maps

were not generated frequently enough to reflect short-term

changes in groundwater extraction. It can be shown that in

the 1990s, when fault creep was first documented,

displacements and slip rates are related to the rates of

pumping groundwater. The 1996 slip estimates for NPC-A,

GRV-A, and VOS-A are quite high compared with those of

the late 1990s (Table 1; Punongbayan and Rimando, 1996;

Rimando, 2002). It was about this time when numerous cases

of damage by vertical displacement to roads, residential units,

commercial and industrial buildings, and public and private

structures were reported (Punongbayan and Rimando, 1996;

Rimando, 2002). This period of high slip rate is preceded by

the abrupt and significant increase (by more than 200 lps) in the

amount of groundwater extraction recorded near ADL in 1995

(Figure 4D). The exact lag between the start of the surge in

extraction and the significant change in displacement cannot be

determined, as no periodic measurement or continuous

displacement monitoring was being conducted. However,

there is an interval of approximately 1 ½ years between the

time of the abrupt increase in extraction (February 1995) and the

time of the earliest displacement measurement following the

TABLE 1 Creep rate calculations based on various survey dates.

Station Pre-1999–2019 slip rates* (cm/yr) 1999–2019 precise leveling-based slip rates (cm/yr)

1996 1999 2006 2010 2014 2019

NPC-A 4.55 (1990–1996) 1.45 (1990–1999) 0 (1999–2018)

NPC-B 1.23 0 (2006–2018)

NPC-C 1.23 0.25 (2006–2018)

GRV-A 20 (1994–1996) 10 (1994–1999) 2.3 (1999–2010) 0.22 (2010–2014)

GRV-B 1.5 (2006–2010) 0 (2010–2019)

GRV-C 2.0 (2006–2010) 0 (2010–2019)

ADL 0.25 (2006–2010) 0 (2010–2019)

VOS-A 10 (1995–1996) 4.45 (1995–1999) 1.6 (1999–2014) 3.5 (2014–2019)

VOS-B 3.5 (2017–2019)

JUA-A 4.17 (2014–2019)

JUA-B 3.5 (2014–2019)

JUA-C 3.5 (2019)

*After Rimando (2002).
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surge. The abrupt increase in extraction is recorded within 2-,

3-, 4-, and 5-k distance around ADL but only within the outer

zones around GRV (Figure 4C); Supplementary Table S2) and

JUA-VOS (Figure 4E; Supplementary Table S2), which

indicates that the cause of the 1995 extraction spike is

within the innermost (i.e., 2 km) zone around ADL. The

abrupt change near ADL, which influenced slip in other sites,

is attributed to the emergence of new large-capacity pumping

activity close to ADL, mainly by industrial and local

government unit (LGU) operators. The 1995 surge was

followed by a more minor increase in 1997–1998 around

ADL (Figure 4D) and JUA-VOS (Figure 4E).

Groundwater extraction regulations and
slip rate changes

Since 1999 (until 2019), there had been no significant

increases in creep rates in the northern part of the creeping

zone while the southernmost deformation survey sites show slip

rates that are comparable to those in the late 1990s (Table 1).

Since 1999, there had been little or no change in the slip rate at

NPC-A. A flatlining in the displacement curve for NPC (B and C)

since 2007 and for GRV (A, B, and C) (Figure 4) since 2010 is also

evident. Likewise, a flatlining is displayed in 2006 to late 2007 at

GRV-A, -B, and -C. During these periods, groundwater

extraction did not vary significantly around all the sites. The

lack of significant changes in extraction around NPC and GRV

had been going on since the mid-1990s (Figures 4B,C;

Supplementary Table S2). In contrast, both the areas within

4 km around JUA-VOS (and ADL) in the southern part of the

creeping zone increased by as much as 280 lps from 1995 to 2010

(Figure 4E; Supplementary Table S2). Also, there was little or no

increase in groundwater extraction at NPC and GRV after 2010.

The flatlining of slip rates at the northern sites can be related to

government regulation of groundwater extraction. In 2004, the

National Water Resources Board issued NWRB Resolution No.

001–0904 (National Water Resources Board, 2004) to check the

overextraction of groundwater in many parts of Metro Manila

which includes Muntinlupa City and the cities near the northern

sites (Taguig, Las Piñas, and Parañaque; refer to inset map in

Figure 2 for location). Cities and towns near and around ADL,

VOS, and JUA (e.g., San Pedro, Biñan, and Sta. Rosa; refer to

inset map in Figure 2 for location) do not belong to Metro

Manila. It was later amended a few times (e.g., NWRB Resolution

No. 004–0507 dated 16 May 2007, NWRB Resolution No.

03–0607 dated 22 October 2008, and NWRB Resolution No.

020–1209 dated 10 December 2009) to reiterate the restrictions.

These resolutions resulted in the suspension of granting new

permits, nonrenewal of permits, and the cancellation of permits

in these areas (Supplementary Table S3). It was reported that

NWRB shut down a total of 1,008 illegal or abandoned deep wells

from 2008 to 2013 in and outside Metro Manila (Department of

Environment and Natural Resources, 2015).

While there was little or no change in extraction after

2010 near NPC (Figure 4B) and GRV (Figure 4C), extraction

around ADL (Figure 4D) and JUA-VOS (Figure 4E) had been

increasing substantially since 1995. Displacement at VOS

continued increasing at a relatively steady rate from

1999 until 2014 when displacements increased at faster rates

along with those at JUA-A and JUA-B (Figure 4A). VOS-B and

JUA-C reflected these trends since monitoring started in

2017 and 2012, respectively. These increases were preceded by

an ~120 lps jump in extraction in 2013 within the outer JUA-

VOS buffer zones (Figure 4E; Supplementary Table S2). This

jump in extraction was also recorded within the outermost GRV

buffer zones (Figure 4C) and within all ADL buffer zones, which

FIGURE 5
Location of wells in the vicinity of the survey sites. Around the
survey sites are 2, 3, 4, and 5 km buffer zones drawn for purposes
of determining the correlation of displacement and groundwater
extraction from wells around the sites. The wells shown
include all those with NWRB licenses granted from 1977 to 2019
(August). Solid yellow dots are wells with operation licenses
granted before the ban on new wells (through NWRB Resolution
No. 001–0904) on 22 September 2004. Solid red dots are wells
with operation licenses granted after this date. Due to the close
proximity of VOS and JUA, common buffer zones centered
between the two sites were drawn. The satellite image of the
survey sites is from Microsoft Bing Maps (https://www.bing.com/
maps).
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means that the cause of the surge in the pumping rate occurred

within the innermost buffer zone of ADL. This time, only one big

industrial establishment was responsible for the surge. The start

of the surge in extraction around ADL, JUA-VOS, and GRV

(March 2013) preceded, by 1 year, the start of a significant

increase in displacements at JUA and VOS sites. Though the

major cause of extraction surges in 2013 is much closer to ADL

than JUA-VOS, ADL showed almost no changes in displacement

and slip rate after 2013 (Figure 4A). This is probably due to the

larger number of new wells around JUA-VOS (Figure 5) on top of

the effect of the 2013 extraction surge.

Creep appears to have regained the level of the slip rate that

VOS-A had in the late 1990s, while creep had long stopped (for at

least 4 years) in the northern deformation survey sites (NPC,

GRV, and ADL) (Figure 4A; Table 1). As discussed in the

following section, the slip rate pattern at ADL is more similar

to that of GRV and NPC despite being very close to wells having

high rates of extraction. The renewed acceleration of slip at VOS

and JUA (Figure 4A) in 2014 is consistent with a southward shift

in groundwater extraction. As shown in Figure 5; Table 2, and

Supplementary Table S3, post-2004 well numbers and capacities

in the vicinity of the southern sites (San Pedro and Binan) are far

greater than those in the vicinity of NPC and ADL (Muntinlupa,

Paranaque, Las Pinas, and Taguig). These strongly suggest that

the 2004 NWRB ban and its succeeding amended versions

influenced the southward shift and affected the groundwater

extraction balance in favor of the southern portion of the

creeping zone.

Influence of proximity to the source of
recharge

Distance from a key source of recharge (Laguna de Bay)

partly explains the variability of the slip rate. Though Laguna

Lake contributes only a small portion (11%) of the recharge to the

Metro Manila aquifer system (Clemente et al., 2001), a large

portion of the rainfall eventually finds its way to the lake. Since

Laguna Lake is right beside the VFS creeping zone (Figures 1, 2),

it probably constitutes a sizeable portion of the recharge mix in

the WVF creeping zone. The flatlining of the slip rate at NPC-B

and C (2006) started earlier than at GRV and ADL sites (2010),

which may be partly due to the location of NPC right beside

Laguna de Bay (Figures 1, 2). Its relative proximity to the lake

allows the reservoir underneath NPC to recover/recharge faster.

Distance of the sites from the lake becomes progressively greater

from NPC in the north to the southernmost survey sites (JUA

and VOS) (Figures 1,2). More likely, both the decline in

groundwater extraction and the relative ease of recharge

account for the earlier flatlining in the slip at NPC

(Figure 4A). The subtle decrease in displacement at NPC-C

(until its termination in September 2018), which is the closest

NPC survey line to the Laguna de Bay shoreline, could indicate

some degree of aquifer recovery due to recharge from Laguna de

Bay. This could also explain why displacement at ADL remained

virtually unchanged since 2010 despite having a similar

groundwater extraction pattern around it to that around JUA-

VOS. ADL is closer (~2.3 km away) to Laguna Lake than JUA-

VOS is (~4 km away) to the nearest lake shoreline. This makes

JUA-VOS less accessible to recharge from Laguna de Bay, which

is more conducive to continued and accelerated creep.

The influence of rainfall, floods, and seasonal changes is too

small to be resolved by periodic digital-level surveys. These are

later discussed using the results of more near-field continuous

monitoring (in preparation).

Prospects of seismic slip

Sustained accelerated fault creep in the southern part of the

creeping segment raises an issue about the possible occurrence of

seismicity. The WVF’s creeping zone corresponds to the

dilational gap between the right-stepping segments I and III

(Figure 1B; Rimando, 2002; Rimando and Knuepfer, 2006). Some

of the creeping segments had been shown to occur along active

pre-existing tectonic traces based on pre-existing scarps

(Rimando, 2002) and on creek (Rimando, 2002) and trench

(Kinugasa, Personal communication) exposures of fault

strands cutting sediments beneath anthropogenic layers.

Whether excessive groundwater extraction can lead to

seismicity is quite difficult to ascertain and there is no known

reliable method for this. As implied by the Mohr–Coulomb

TABLE 2 Post-2004 number and capacity of wells for each buffer zone (cumulative) as of August 2019.

Site Number of wells within the buffer zone Capacity of wells within the buffer zone (lps)

0–2 km 0–3 km 0–4 km 0–5 km 0–2 km 0–3 km 0–4 km 0–5 km

NPC 11 13 21 24 62.25 64.76 91.4 98.25

GRV 5 10 24 36 21.02 39.29 183.58 231.14

ADL 12 24 29 43 141.35 211.01 235.78 277.56

JUA-VOS 15 24 53 66 63.92 92.56 275.03 338.03
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failure criterion, fault failure results when the frictional strength

and normal (or clamping) stresses are exceeded by shear stress on

the fault. Whether fault failure will result directly in aseismic slip

or seismicity depends on the frictional properties of faults

(Guglielmi et al., 2015). Groundwater extraction causes a

reduction in the pore fluid pressure and an increase in

effective normal stress (Segall, 1985; Segall, 1992), which

inhibits failure, but the compaction of the aquifer and the

reduction of the vertical load of water decrease the normal

stress, promoting failure (Holzer et al., 1979; Segall, 1989).

Groundwater extraction can cause the shear stress along the

fault to evolve non-uniformly to locally induce fault rupture,

which may propagate beyond the areas of the overextraction and

affect tectonically controlled segments. Minor tectonic stress

changes and other changes brought about by natural processes

are known to deliver the final stress increment that can advance

the timing and alter the location of seismicity (Foulger et al.,

2018). Likewise, stress perturbations involving seismicity

induced by groundwater withdrawal are minuscule compared

with stress drops during large earthquakes but are enough to

modulate seismicity (Kundu et al., 2015, 2019; Foulger et al.,

2018; Tiwari et al., 2021). Several cases of seismicity had been

attributed to groundwater extraction or artificial dewatering

(González et al., 2012; Amos et al., 2014; Kundu et al., 2015,

2019; Foulger et al., 2018; Wu, 2021).

Pennington et al.’s (1986) model of induced seismicity

postulated the possibility of seismicity occurring along a creeping

fault. According to the model, continued depressurization

strengthens the fault through the development of “barriers”

(high-strength, low-stress portions of the fault which are resistant

to slip) and “asperities” (highly-stressed barriers), which resist

slip. Once the resistance is overcome by the effective stress,

sudden failure and earthquake occur. Continued extraction could

lead to the development of bigger barriers and asperities, increasing

the size of succeeding earthquakes (Pennington et al., 1986). The

development of seismicity due to continued depressurization from

aseismic slip occurring above the locking depth is contingent on the

stress conditions and on the development of barriers and asperities.

Equally unknown is the amount of time that is necessary for failure

and for each cycle to be completed.

Fault jogs and bends are surface expressions of larger-scale

barriers and asperities (Scholz and Engelder, 1976; Aki, 1979; Lay

et al., 1982). Both anti-dilational and dilational jogs are known sites

of rupture initiation (Bakun et al., 1980; King and Nabelek, 1985;

Sibson, 1985; King, 1986). These also form obstacles to short- and

long-term slip transfer along faults, but dilational jogs are the

preferred sites for rupture arrest (Sibson 1985, 1986) owing to

the difficulty of opening such features in the fluid-saturated crust

(Sibson 1985). This is shown by a series of recent ruptures along the

San Andreas Fault system and other strike-slip faults around the

world (Barka et al., 1987; Knuepfer et al., 1987; Sibson, 1987). The

WVF creeping zone constitutes a larger-scale barrier which could

weaken and fail through continued depressurization. Its failure

could induce static stress changes that might cause increased

stress in adjoining areas. This could advance the failure of either

of the adjacent segments (segments I and III). The 45 km segment I

of theWVFhas an estimated return period of 400–600 years and has

notmoved since 1599 (Nelson et al., 2000; Rimando, 2002; Rimando

and Knuepfer, 2006). Weakening of the creeping zone could also

hasten stress load transfer and facilitate slip transfer during a seismic

event involving either of the adjacent segments. The occurrence and

timing of any contagion depend on the duration for a barrier to yield

and transfer an additional stress load from one segment to another

and on the physical state of the target segment of the transfer

(Perkins, 1985), which are unknown.

Continued overextraction of groundwater and fault creep

does not always directly trigger an earthquake (e.g., Lui et al.,

2021) but continued excessive groundwater extraction will

exacerbate the damage due to fault creep.

Summary and conclusion

The unusually large amounts of displacements and high rates

of slip along the creeping segment of the WVF in the mid-1990s

is related to the surge in extraction (by more than 200 lps) which

can be attributed to industrial and local water utilities near ADL.

Since 1999, slip rates at NPC, GRV, and ADL also respond to

changes in the amounts of groundwater extraction, which in turn

are influenced by government regulatory interventions.

Flatlining in slip rates in these sites occurred after a series of

NWRB bans on new groundwater extraction permits and

nonrenewal or cancellation of licenses in these areas in

2004 and in the succeeding years of renewed campaigns

against groundwater extraction. The increase in the number

and capacity of wells in the southern part of the creeping

zones, on the other hand, resulted in the continuation/

resurgence of accelerated creep at VOS and JUA since 2014.

This was preceded by an ~120 lps increase in extraction within

5 km of JUA and VOS and was caused by excessive pumping

near ADL.

The greater distance of VOS and JUA from Laguna de Bay,

which makes recharge from the lake more difficult, also partly

explains the continued accelerated creep in the south. While

groundwater extraction around ADL and JUA-VOS is not

significantly different, ADL is much closer to Laguna de Bay.

Fault creep due to excessive groundwater extraction alone

constitutes a serious hazard to man-made structures within the

creeping zone. Implementation and amendments to groundwater

extraction regulations should take note of the accelerated creep in

the south. Groundwater extraction should be closely monitored and

controlled in the northern portion of the creeping zone to avoid the

resurgence of overextraction and accelerated fault creep.

Creep occurs along some known pre-existing active tectonic

segments of the WVF. Excessive groundwater extraction has the

potential of disrupting the natural course of deformation (within
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the creeping zone and along theWVF’s active segments I and III)

resulting from the northwestward motion of the Philippine Sea

Plate and the influence of the motion of the major bounding

structures in the region. The effects of the fault creep and,

potentially, the modulated occurrence of seismic activity can

be avoided by tighter regulation of groundwater extraction,

especially in the southern part of the creeping zone where

access to recharge is more difficult. Precise displacement

surveys should also continue to monitor both slip rate

changes within and around the creeping zone and compliance

with groundwater extraction regulations.

For a more comprehensive monitoring and characterization

of deformation within the creeping zone and surrounding areas,

the combined use of remote sensing technology such as InSAR

and a denser and wider network of precise leveling lines is

recommended for future work. InSAR provides both breadth

and measurement accuracy while leveling provides the detail and

precision needed for near-field deformation.
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